Abstract-The paper studied weeds classification system using BP neural network and 6 shape parameters (the ratio of the width and the length, complete degrees, the roundness, the rectangle, ratio of the framework proportion and frame perimeter) based on such characteristic parameters as weed leaf area, perimeter, minimum bounding rectangle, circumcircle, equivalent oval as input feature vectors; and meanwhile trained and improved the system. The experiment results showed when the plant coverage was low, the classification system could identify different weeds better; otherwise, the correct recognition rate was lower.
I. INTRODUCTION
The shape is a very intuitive and important feature describing the image content, so the shape of the weeds is important information source for recognizing weeds. The leaves' morphology is many and varied, and different weeds blades have specific shapes. Area, perimeter, minimum bounding rectangle, circumcircle, equivalent oval, etc, are commonly used [1] [2] [3] [4] . As shown in Figure  1 .
Identifying the most effective characteristic parameters among many features was the key to feature selection and extraction [5] . Shape characteristic parameters had not uniform definition, so the shapes of the object, the shape differences to distinguish effectively the objects and the parameters gained conveniently, quickly could be used as the shape feature parameters. Therefore, there were many shape description methods that included not only describing on the area, edge directly but describing other lines or graphics that could represent the shape of an object, and even producing some characteristic parameters series by mathematical methods [6] .
The paper studied the wheat and associated weeds and used MATLAB7.0 as analytical tools. The differences of the shape existed on the weeds and wheat was analyzed based on preliminary studies and the weeds classification system was designed, thus achieving the classification of weeds.
II. EXTRACTION METHOD OF THE SHAPE CHARACTERISTIC

PARAMETERS
In the weed identification many shape characters were non-dimensional which included the ratio of the width and the length, complete degrees, the roundness, the rectangle and so on [7] [8] [9] . The paper also advised to use the ratio of the framework proportion, frame perimeter as characteristics parameter to identify weeds besides using common characteristics of parameters.
Extraction of framework also known as axis transform or incinerated grass technology was a computing related with refinement. In mathematical morphology, the skeleton was an important characteristic expressing the structure and shape of the planar region as well as better describing the differences between the crop and weed plants [10] [11] [12] [13] .
The corrosion and expansion were two types of basic operation in the morphology, on which the arithmetic of skeleton extraction was based. Specific operation could be expressed as:
In the formula, K referred to the number of iterative steps; beyond K times iteration, the collection X would be corroded as the empty set; ) ( kS X ⊗ represented the k times iteration for X through S , and that meant continuous corrosion. In framework extraction process, the structural element S for:
The binary image of monoclonal wheat and amaranthus lividus obtained by dividing was shown in Figure 2 (a), and the image after the framework extraction was shown in Figure 2 The above shape features extracted from the images would be translated by the actual number that each pixel represented. Calculations tended to be more complex due to the actual size differences which each pixel represented, so the study introduced a dimensionless value. Shape characteristic dimensionless was independent of scale, which provided greater flexibility and convenience for analysis.
A. Edge Detection
Edge means for collection of those pixels in which pixel gray of the image has the step change or roof change [14] . It was necessary to obtain this information before typical shape characteristics of the weed leaf area, perimeter were analyzed, so the first step was the edge detection in the plants image understanding and analysis. This paper used LOG edge detection operators; let's take binary image in Figure 2 (a) for example, and the image after edge detection was shown in Figure 3 . 
B. Tag connected Domain
The feature extraction of more than one region of the image could be divided into two steps: the tagging and feature extraction. At first, different regions of the image should be tagged, and then extracted the characteristics from different regions to complete the quantitative description. This experiment used pixel tags to make a 8-connectivity regional markers on weeds and used 8-connectivity edge agreement on 2(a) the weed binary image to mark weeds with pseudo-color, after that the picture was shown as Figure 4 . 
C. Shape Feature Extraction
Certain characteristics of all the connected regions could be extracted after connective regions were calibrated. To reduce the impact on which the number of pixels of different pictures made statistics, the non-dimensional characteristics were extracted besides the area and perimeter.
III. COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF SHAPE CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS
The study proved that the differences of shape parameters between various weeds and the wheat were obvious, such as the ratio of width and length of large leafage category weeds, so we could use the differences of shape characteristics parameters between the wheat and weeds to distinguish them. The wheat sprouts and several kinds of common weeds with a typical representative were shown in Figure5, which was the study object of this experiment. In each type of weeds, we selected 10 laminas with typical character separately, coded them and extracted the shape characteristics using above-mentioned method. The eigenvalues after extraction were expressed in line charts which were shown in Figure 6 . According to the values, the ratio of broad and long edge and the ratio of framework and area of the wheat were significantly different from the other three kinds of weeds'. So the two eigenvalues could be used to identify wheat. However, in practice, there were many types of weeds, so the weeds and wheat couldn't be distinguished if we only used a single non-dimensional shape characteristics value; Moreover, this method was not only used for wheat, but the majority of crops. Therefore, we should fit these shape characteristics elements together into the shape feature set in a proper way, and then describe the shape characteristics of the plant leaves, if so, we would achieve a better recognition effect. 
IV. ESTABLISHMENT AND TEST OF THE WEED CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
A. Classification system based on BP Neural Network Structure BP neural network structure was shown in Figure 7 : the network model that was divided into three layers achieved the idea of multi-layer network learning. When an input pattern given to network was sent from the input layer unit to the hidden layer unit where it was conducted successively, and then was sent to the output layer unit. Through the output layer unit's processing, an output mode called forward propagation was generated [15] [16] [17] . Compared with the desired output mode, if the output response had error which did not meet the requirements, it would be sent back-propagation. It meant error values were sent back layer-by-layer along the connection path and the layers of connection weights fixed [18] [19] . 
B. Design and Training of Neural Network
The experiment considered synthetically implicit network layers, hidden layer nodes, activation function, error function forms as well as the learning rate and designed a weed classifier to detect weeds or crops.
① First, the network input and the target sample should be required. According to above procedure, 40 groups shape characteristics samples (see Figure 5 line map specific data) were obtained, which respectively contained 6 non-dimensional numerical value like the ratio of the width and the length, complete degrees, the roundness, the rectangle , ratio of the framework proportion, frame perimeter. Different data sets corresponded to different plants, such as Herba cirsii, Galium tricorne, artemisiaapiacea and wheat. The details were presented in Table1.
② P was for sample input vector of the network and T was objective vector of the network. The data gained from Table I 
③Network training. After the network was created and the network error was assumed, network was trained and met the requirement, and the weeds classification system was finally achieved.
C. Weeds Classify System Test
Neural network classify system was used for weed identification experiment. In accordance with previous experimental results, neural network of 0.002 error-learning was selected. The purpose of network testing was to determine whether the network met the requirements of practical applications. It should be noted that testing data should be different from training sample data. Otherwise, the results of the test were always satisfied.
Weed identifiable experiment had two cases: one was high leaves coverage (more than 30%), the other was relatively low leaves coverage (less than 10%). Through the experiment of 40 plants for each type, the results showed in Table II and III. The experimental results showed: when the coverage was high, the overall average correct recognition rate was 73.75%, including 77.5% correct crop recognition rate and 72.5% correct weed recognition rate; when the coverage was low, the overall average correct recognition rate was 91.25%, including 90% crop recognition rate and 91.7% weed recognition rate.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper analyzed how to identify crops and weeds with different shapes, studied the establishment and training of the neural network which had relatively better recognition rate for the average image, and achieved more satisfactory results. However, there were deficiencies that should be further researched. Recommendations must continue to be considered:
(1) At different stages, the leaf shape of crops was significantly different and the object of study of this subject was limited. Aimed at the features of different crops at different stages, a database of the shape features should be set up and the professional weed identifier should be developed.
(2) The recognition algorithm should be further improved and simplified, the system running speed and the recognition accuracy should be improved and meanwhile the recognition rate should be further increased when blade coverage was high.
(3) The paper studied static images. Dynamic processing of the image should be further studied, the images should be disposed as collected and the impact factors in motion should be studied. 
